
























































 
 

Testimony of Julie Tighe, President of the New York League of Conservation Voters, Before the New 
York City Council Committee on Sanitation Preliminary Budget Hearing on Sanitation & Solid Waste 

Management 
 

March 4, 2019 
 
Good afternoon. The New York League of Conservation Voters (NYLCV) represents over 30,000 
members in New York City and we are committed to advancing a sustainability agenda that will 
make our people, our neighborhoods, and our economy healthier and more resilient. NYLCV would 
like to thank Chair Reynoso and members of the Sanitation Committee for the opportunity to testify 
here today. 
 
NYLCV supports a Fiscal Year 2021 City budget that secures progress on many of the 
environmental, transportation, and public health priorities Mayor de Blasio has committed to in 
OneNYC and beyond. Our city is staring down a crisis of existential importance, and it is incumbent 
upon our elected leaders to invest our tax dollars in climate action and solutions. 
 
Last year, the City made substantial progress on its sanitation-related climate goals, including 
passage of the commercial waste zone law and a fee on paper bags to accompany the State’s 
long-overdue ban on plastic bags. However, the City is not on track to meet its Zero Waste goal of 
reducing the amount of waste we send to landfills by 90% by 2030. According to the 2020 
Preliminary Mayor’s Management Report, the curbside and containerized recycling diversion rate 
was only 18.1% in FY19, an increase of just one tenth of a percentage point from FY18.  
 
Achieving Zero Waste will require financial commitments from the City in this and future budgets. 
 
First, the organic waste collection program needs to be extended citywide and, after a suitable 
period of public education, made mandatory. Diverting organic waste from landfills is perhaps the 
most critical component of Zero Waste, as organics represents 31% of the residential waste stream 
and release significant quantities of methane when disposed of in landfills. Methane is 86 times 
more potent than carbon dioxide and is therefore critically important in the fight against climate 
change. That’s why we were thrilled when the Mayor announced that he would be advancing a 
mandatory organics waste collection program.  However, to date, no such legislation has been 
proposed.  
 
Citywide organic waste collection will require new brown bins, new outreach coordinators at the 
Department of Sanitation, and potentially new sanitation trucks that are suitable for handling 



organic waste. Furthermore, organic waste recycling facilities will have to be identified and 
contracted with. Unfortunately, instead of moving forward with these necessary actions the City has 
paused the residential organics program and has given no indication of when it will resume. While 
we are pleased that the City is proposing to spend $19 million to expand its composting facility on 
Staten Island, this is only a small step forward in developing a truly citywide organics recycling 
system. The failure to budget for citywide expansion of the organics collection program does not 
bode well for our chances of achieving Zero Waste.  
 
Second, we need to boost our recycling rates for metal, glass, and plastic (MGP) and paper. There 
are two strategies that the City needs to pursue to increase recycling of these materials. The first is 
to ensure NYCHA residents have access to recycling. According to a recent report in Politico , only 1

1.5% of MGP materials in NYCHA developments are recycled, cardboard is only recycled at nine 
housing developments, textile recycling is only available at five developments, and organic waste 
recycling is only available at six developments. This is not acceptable. NYCHA is home to 
approximately 5% of all New Yorkers - putting aside the fact that we will not achieve Zero Waste 
unless NYCHA residents have the same access to recycling as everyone else, the City has a 
responsibility as a landlord to provide NYCHA residents with the same quality of services that it 
rightfully demands of private landlords. 
 
The second way to boost MGP and paper recycling is to ensure that New Yorkers who live in private 
residences understand what materials are and are not recyclable and fully participate in the 
recycling program. This outreach should inform New Yorkers of the programs available and teach 
them how to properly sort recyclables and organics, but solely focusing on the what and how is not 
enough. The campaign should explain why these changes are necessary, and make a direct 
connection to climate change and the City’s sustainability goals. 
 
In addition to traditional marketing, the City should expand its targeted outreach. In particular, 
maintenance staff in large buildings should be seen as key ambassadors to the City’s zero waste 
goals. Sustainability training for this sector could have an exponential impact on diversion rates. 
Child and youth engagement is also important. The earlier we can instill the importance of 
eco-friendly behaviors, the more likely they are to carry into adulthood. The City should continue to 
expand its educational programs in schools and encourage better source separation in cafeterias, 
particularly of organic waste, where contamination rates in schools are often so high that the 
material needs to be landfilled.  
 
We believe the Department of Sanitation under Commissioner Garcia’s leadership is well equipped 
to advance all of these proposals if properly funded. I would like to thank Chair Reynoso and the 
entire Committee on Sanitation and Solid Waste Management for your leadership, and I look 
forward to working with you all to secure more funding in the FY21 budget for Zero Waste 
initiatives. 

1 
https://www.politico.com/states/new-york/albany/story/2020/01/07/wasted-potential-recycling-progress-in-public-housing-eludes-city-
officials-1246328 
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Policy statements tell a story, but budgets tell the real story. Budgets are often the best 
determinants of the City’s real policy direction now and in the future. This is particularly 
true as we consider through the lens of the Department of Sanitation’s FY 2021 Fiscal 
Budget the City’s stated policy toward Zero Waste to landfill and incineration, a goal once 
set for 2030 and recently rescheduled for 2050. 
 

The City, over three decades, has stated goals of increasing recycling rates for metal, glass, 
plastic and paper, within the last decade establishing and increasing participation in an 
organics-diversion program. Policy has been relatively consistent across five mayoral 
administrations over a roughly thirty-year period. 
 

In 1989, when mandatory recycling was first introduced through Local Law 19, the hope 
was to achieve a 25 percent diversion in just five years. 
 

In 2013, then Mayor Michael Bloomberg, in his NYC Plan 2013, announced, “Over the past 
two years, we have made remarkable progress toward achieving our goal to divert 75 
percent of the city’s solid waste from landfills by 2030.” 

 

In April of 2015, Mayor Bill de Blasio set the goal to “reduce waste disposal by 90 percent 
in 2030, compared with 2005 levels, and direct no waste at all to landfills by the same 
year.” Most recently, some of those ambitious targets were pushed back to 2050. 
 

And yet here we are in 2020, and as we contemplate our FY 2021 budget for the DSNY, 
recycling rates have remained stalled at 18 percent, and organics-recovery rates are 
currently under 6 percent. We now face another decade where the City will likely be 
sending nearly 80 percent of our waste, much of which should be recycled or composted, to 
landfill or incineration. 
 

And, in fact, the Department of Sanction's FY 2021 budget indicates an anticipated marginal 
increase in waste export to landfill and incineration of two percent over the FY 2020 



amount, to $420,661,000 in FY 2021. These waste-export costs are set based on 20—30-
year or longer contracts. From the perspective of the budget, the actual policy, as executed, 
has been relatively consistent as well, as spending in this area of the Department’s budget 
has increased steadily year over year, from $316,133,000 in FY 2015. 
 

These are profound disconnects between the policy story and the budget reality. But these 
disconnects obscure another very important aspect of the City’s real progress, the progress 
the City and the Department of Sanitation have made in building out a robust infrastructure 
to support meaningful recycling and organics diversion in our City. Nor should we be 
discouraged from pursuing the goals of zero waste to landfill and incineration n by a 
certain date. But we should be encouraged to take bold action now to fully employ our 
recycling and organics diversion infrastructure.  
 

The membership of the Manhattan Solid Waste Advisory Board therefore recommends the 
following actions be taken as we consider the Department of Sanitation’s FY 2021 Budget: 
 

First, we encourage the Department and this Committee to consider re-funding and then 
conducting a Save As You Throw study.  As we testified in March 2017, the greatest 
decrease in the City's waste tonnage will likely be achieved by using financial incentives to 
encourage behavior change. The U.S. EPA has for decades considered “Save as You Throw” - 
which encourages residents to save money by producing less refuse - to be one of the most 
effective methods for increasing diversion rates and reducing overall waste generation. 
Save as You Throw is included in the New York State Long Range Plan, Beyond Waste.  
 

Today, three years later, before this very same committee we point out that a Save as You 
Throw study is still needed, and as of yet has not been conducted. The City Council and the 
Department of Sanitation in providing funding for and conducting this study are not 
making a commitment to the implementation of a Save As You Through program, but 
simply a commitment to determining whether a SAYT program would be feasible in New 
York City.  The study should be conducted. 
 

Second, continue to expand the availability of organics collection from the current 3.5 
million New York City residents to all residents. In addition, put the program on a path to 
becoming mandatory.   
 

The single most simplest and cost-effective action to reach Zero Waste and to reduce 
greenhouse-gas emissions is to divert organic waste from the landfill. Food waste that 
decomposes in landfills releases methane - a greenhouse gas that is at least 25 times more 
potent than carbon dioxide. 
 

One third of NYC residential waste consists of food. One hundred percent of food waste is 
usable as compost, fuel for energy, or feed. There will always be a food supply and fuel 
demand market, with food waste-to-energy and compost benefits that far outweigh any 
costs. 
 



As we saw, 2019 was the second-warmest year on record, and combined land and ocean 
temperatures increased at an average rate that was twice as great over the last 40 years 
than in the century prior, we can no longer wait for programs that require 5, 10, 30-year 
rollout plans to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions.  
 

Needed instead is a committed short-term budgetary investment of one to two years in 
smart, effective solutions that will result in the largest impacts in the shortest time with a 
comparatively small budget in long-term education and enforcement in the redirection of 
food waste/excess. 
 

The rollout of Citywide collection of organics by the Department of Sanitation and a 
mandatory program enacted through legislation is only half the solution when it comes to 
the organics-waste stream. The remaining half of the solution is what to do with that waste 
stream once it has been collected, and that requires further development. Back-end 
processing capacity needs development in and around the City of New York. In addition, 
viable uses for organics include the production of compost and renewable natural gas. 
 

Already, some municipalities have converted part of their waste-truck fleet into organics-
pickup trucks to meet the organic waste pickup demands.  Toronto just moved to a closed-
loop system, by powering its entire sanitation truck fleet with renewable natural gas 
produced from the diverted organic waste and food scraps. We must do better.  
 

Third,  we support additional budgetary support of outreach and education efforts. When 
outreach and education are combined with incentives like Save As You Throw, a greater 
recycling-participation rate is achieved compared with outreach and education or Save As 
You Throw enacted separately. 
 

However, in the absence of an effective incentives program like Save as You Throw, 
education and outreach, when well-designed and implemented, can still be effective in 
increasing New York City residents’ awareness of the importance of recycling and organics 
diversion and how to participate in these programs. New York City residents should be 
made aware of the City’s paper and cardboard recycling capabilities, the materials-
recovery facilities for metal, glass and plastics, the City’s ability to produce biogas from 
organics, and efforts to reduce food waste through the donate NYC food portal. 
 

Currently, the outreach and education efforts are found in several locations in the 
budget.  The policy reality that these sections of the budget tell indicate that we should 
place a more coherent effort on outreach and education. The funding for the Department’s 
Bureau of Recycling and Sustainability has been marginally decreased or held flat year over 
year since 2017, as has the Contract Budget, which also contains some of budgetary 
allocations for outreach and education, and finally, the Department’s budget allocation for 
Public Information was in 2015 $1.3 million, and has been around $2.3 million ever since. 
 

Finally, and in closing, the aspirational policy story and the actual story, as implemented by 
the Department of Sanitation budgets FY 2015 to FY 2020, and now as we consider the FY 
2021 budget, tell us an important story. We should focus on aligning the two, the policy 



with budgetary focus and effort, to allow the Department of Sanitation to help us achieve 
our city goals as designed. 
 
Sincerely, 

  

 
  
Matthew M. Civello, Chair 
For the The Manhattan Solid Waste Advisory Board 
Cc: Gale Brewer, Manhattan Borough President 
  
The Manhattan Solid Waste Advisory Board (MSWAB) is a non-profit, non-governmental organization dedicated to helping NYC 

achieve its zero waste goals. We advise the Manhattan Borough President, City Council and City Administration on policies and 

programs regarding the development, promotion and operation of the City’s waste prevention, reuse and recycling programs. We 

are a Board comprised of solid waste management industry, waste reduction and diversion consultants, sustainability 

professionals, and concerned citizens, appointed by the Manhattan Borough President’s Office, representing individuals and 

organizations located in Manhattan. We hold monthly meetings, provide information online, and have a number of active 

committees, all of which are open to the public. 
 




















